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Chile's National Parks:
Present and Future

As the conservation movement in Chile continues to evolve, important steps are being taken to preserve, within a system of protected
areas, the nation's heritage of natural and cultural resources. National concern for the protection of these outstanding resources
dates from 1925, with the establishment of Benjamin Vicuna Mackenna National Park. This park, which was only in existence for
four years, was nevertheless significant in that it was one of the
earliest national parks in Latin America, and it established the legal
precedent for subsequent conservation legislation.
Significant among these early official acts were the Forest Law of
1925 and the 1931 Supreme Decree, later known as the Law of the
Woodlands. The 1925 act (Presidential Decree 656) emphasized
the need for a general policy with regard to the use of the nation's
forests, and also empowered the President to establish national
parks and forest reserves. The principal objective of this early
legislation was to preserve certain species of trees, as well as maintain the aesthetic nature of the forest landscape.
Presidential Decree 656 provided the basis for the 1931 Decree
which continues in force today. Steps have been taken in more
recent times to update and clarify the overall objectives of the
nation's protected areas system. For example, in 1967 Chile ratified
the Convention of Washington of 1940 (Final Act of the Convention
on Nature Protection and Wildlife Preservation in the Western
Hemisphere), which defined, among other concepts, national
parks, reserves, and natural monuments. (For a more complete
discussion of the history of the conservation movement in Chile see
Oltremari and Fahrenkrog: "Institutionalization of National Parks
in Chile," Parks, Vol. 3, No. 4, 1979).
During 1970-1980 other related concepts have been more clearly
delineated: national monument, nature sanctuary, area of scientific

Wildlife is significant in the northern part ofChiloe National Park,
including a large populations ofsealions (Otaria flavescens).
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One of the primary objectives ofChiloe National Park is to preserve
sample ecosystems in their natural state.

interest, and a new interpretation for the meaning of forest reserve.
To this list of specially managed areas can be added the protected
area, which had its origins in agrarian reform legislation, stemming
from the 1980 Constitution. Of even greater relevance is another
statement from the same constitution which declares it to be the
right of all people to live in an environment free of contamination
and mandates that the State shall preserve the natural environment.
While these legislative acts and presidential decrees have provided an ample basis for the establishing of numerous protected
areas, a related problem persists — management concepts, definitions and policies continue to suffer from ambiguity and, in some
cases, duplication. Chile's National Forestry Corporation (or
CONAF as it is commonly known) is the agency charged with
administering these protected areas. CONAF has found that the
legal framework is obsolete with regard to certain categories in that
it does not encompass the functions for which the areas were
created. Furthermore, some categories of protected lands with
similar objectives have conflicting designations (CONAF, 1983).
As an example, the 1931 Supreme Decree mentions that national
parks and forest reserves can be established in order to regulate the
market of timber, and to protect forest species and scenic values.
This general confusion in the laws and acts has been reflected in
the selection of lands to receive official government protection.
Therefore, three years ago a general reorganization of the protected
areas system was undertaken. It was found that some national parks
had unclear objectives, while others did not even meet the basic
criteria for inclusion in the national park system. A related problem
which became evident was that the national parks were not truly
representative of the diverse natural and cultural attributes of the
country. For example, they reflect a bias toward heavily-forested
1

Puyehue National Park contains much scenic beauty, such as this
waterfall. Protection of these natural areas is a primary management
objective of park authorities.

terrain with abundant surface water and spectacular scenery. Arid
and semi-arid life zones were virtually excluded from the system,
with a few exceptions.
As a fundamental first step toward solving these problems,
CONAF has created a National System of Protected Wildland
Areas. The law, which formally established the system (Law No.
18.362) was finally published on December 27, 1984. The objectives are to provide a legal basis for bringing together all of the
diverse components that relate to protected wildlands, to facilitate
consistency in the criteria and thus avoid duplication and ambiguity,
and to organize protected natural areas into a coherent framework.
Thus, areas worthy of protection will be retained, some will be
declassified or the classification may be changed, and unrepresented areas, such as arid and semi-arid lands, will be identified for
future inclusion in the system.

The Present Status of the National Parks
The system established by CONAF includes the following designations: national park, natural monument, national reserve and
wilderness reserve. These management categories will replace the
existing protected areas legislation. A national park is defined as:
"A generally extensive area in which exists one or more ecosystems of national importance characterized by the presence of diverse environments not significantly altered by human actions, capable of self-perpetuation, and containing plant and animal species
and their habitats and land forms of special educational, recreational and scientific interest, or natural landscapes of great beauty."
(CONAF, 1984).
The objectives for this protected category are: (1) the preservation of different types of ecosystems and natural, cultural and
scenic features associated with wildland environments, and (2) the
maintenance of the natural environment's equilibrium, while permitting research, education and recreation activities.
A natural monument is generally an area (smaller than a national
park) in which there exists in a natural state, "an ecosystem, or part
of an ecosystem, characterized by limited variation in natural environments, land forms and places with outstanding features, which
has great significance from a scenic, cultural, educational or scientific point of view." (CONAF, 1984). For example, a natural
monument might be established to protect a single species of plant
or animal. It would be distinguished from a national park in that the
2
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objective in the latter would be to encompass greater diversity, and
most likely, more land area. The objectives for a natural monument
are: (1) to preserve natural and cultural values associated with
wildlands, and, (2) to the degree compatible with this objective,
permit education, research and recreation activities.
A national reserve has been defined as "an area whose natural
resources must be conserved and utilized with special care because
of their fragile and vulnerable nature and their concomitant importance to society's well-being." (CONAF, 1984). The objectives
for a national reserve are: (1) soil conservation, (2) protection of
endangered plants and animals, (3) maintenance and enhancement
of watersheds, and (4) the development and application of appropriate technology to optimize flora and fauna production.
Finally, a wilderness reserve is defined as an area with primitive
conditions of vegetation, wildlife, and access, with a lack of roads
for motorized vehicles. The objective of this category is to maintain
resources in the natural state mainly for authorized research
(CONAF, 1984).
Although the National System of Protected Wildland Areas is
officially new, CONAF has already begun acquiring national parks
and equivalent areas, consistent with the proposed definitions and
objectives. Thus, the agency has studied a large percentage of the
existing parks and reserves to determine whether or not the
classification is correct and to verify that the boundaries are consistent with the criteria. As a result, many changes have been
instituted in the system, principally concerned with the integration
of two or more adjacent parks to form a single unit, or their
reclassification as reserves or natural monuments. In a few special
cases parks have been declassified or removed from the system.
This has been done only with extensive background research by
CONAF to support the decision.
Because of the importance of reorganizing Chile's Protected
Areas System, a special methodology, consistent with the uniqueness of the country, was designed in collaboration with CONAF,
FAO and UNDP. Completed three years ago (see Oltremari, etal.
1981), this method permitted the standardization of criteria for the
purpose of designating protected natural areas.
At the present time, Chile has 34 national parks, which contain
about 7 million hectares (17.3 million acres). If one compares this
with the amount of land contained in the system in 1979 (see Parks,
Vol. 3, No. 4, 1979) it becomes obvious that the number of parks
has been reduced by 16, but the total area has increased by about 1
million hectares (2.5 million acres). These figures do not include
other areas such as natural monuments and reserves which, taken
together, contain about 5.5 million hectares (13.6 million acres).

Chiloe National Park, established in 1982, contains many undeveloped
areas. Guides familiar with the area are needed to reach many these
spots.

Park rangers in Torres del Paine National Park patrol much of the area on
horseback. Combining old and new technologies, this ranger is wearing
chaps made from goatskin and a metal "hard-hat." Photo: Bill Wendt.

Several important accomplishments have emerged from this reorganization program. The first step was to formulate a conservation policy complete with a comprehensive set of objectives and
criteria to guide the selection of lands. Secondly, each protected
area in the system has been studied to determine its eligibility and
appropriateness for its designation. An important part of this process has been the determination of appropriate boundaries for each
unit in the system. With these steps accomplished, CONAF has
brought together in one system a group of national parks which
possesses natural and cultural resources of high significance to the
nation. The parks contain important and related ecosystems which
are deserving of protection; equally important to achieving longrange objectives, these national parks have been designated
through the application of uniform criteria consistent with national
park system goals.

The Future
The reorganization program for Chile's national parks is still unfinished as modifications continue to be made. For example, at present actions are being taken to merge Los Paraguas and Conguillio
national parks (numbers 14 and 15 on the map); Monte Balmaceda
and Bernardo O'Higgins are also to be integrated into a single park
(numbers 30 and 28). Furthermore, it has been proposed that Los
Alerzales National Park (number 18) be reclassified as a natural
monument and that national parks Nielol and Rio Simpson (numbers 13 and 26) be designated as national reserves. Finally, plans
exist to place a portion of Hernando de Magallanes National Park
(number 32) in a reserve status, and to annex another portion of the
same park to Alberto D'Agostini National Park (number 33).
With the accomplishment of these modifications it is expected
that, within a short period, the national park system will contain a
total of 28 units. Even though the actual number of parks in the
system will be reduced from what it formerly was, the overall
number of hectares will exceed 8 million (19.8 million acres), or an
increase of more than 1 million hectares. This increase stems from
several reserves being incorporated into adjacent national parks.
With these developments completed, Chile's national parks will
encompass approximately 11 percent of the national domain, without consideration of the lands included in other protected area
classifications such as reserves and natural monuments.
These changes will bring about, in the near future, the need to
reformulate the various management and development plans for
the system. On changing the boundaries of various national parks,

and particularly in the case of new areas which were previously
under other management designations, it becomes indispensable to
reconsider existing planning documents. This is especially true
for those parks for which planning occurred more than ten years
ago. Some steps in this regard have already been taken by CONAF.
For example, in the last three years all of the planning for six
national parks has been completed, including specification of management objectives, and formulation of programs for recreation,
interpretation, protection, research and administration. This work
will continue until the reorganization program is completed.
Additional modifications are anticipated in the more distant future; in this regard the establishment of new protected areas is a
high priority. An analysis of the territorial distribution of Chile's
national parks indicates that a large number of them are concentrated in the central and southern parts of this geographically
unique country. Only a few are found in the central section, and the
north of Chile is almost unrepresented—Lauca and Volcan Isluga
national parks (numbers 1 and 2) being the exceptions. The explanation for this uneven distribution can be found in the early concept
of a national park as a well-forested area. The central and northern
parts of Chile are semi-arid to arid; some regions have not recorded
rainfall for more than 400 years. This pattern of selecting forested
lands to be national parks has continued into the present with the
most recently established parks being located in the south-central
and southern regions.
The broader perspective provided in the new legislation has led
to a marked increase in establishing protected areas to the north of
Santiago; specifically being considered is the region between the
cities of Arica and La Serena. This new interest in preserving the
nation's diverse resources, coupled with the promotion of efficient
utilization of the land, has recently gained momentum with a
three-year agreement by CONAF, UNDP and FAO. The principal
objective of this accord is collaborative research and recommendations for preservation and utilization of arid and semi-arid zones of
the country. One of the anticipated activities is the analysis of new
wildland areas for possible inclusion in the Protected Areas System.
This incorporation of new areas from the northern part of the
nation would significantly contribute to the goal of a well-rounded
and broadly representative national park system. It would not only
more accurately represent the dominant land forms of Chile's unusual topography, but would also protect significant wildlife, cultural and scenic resources of the nation. Opportunities for environmental education and outdoor recreation would also be vastly
increased with these anticipated developments. These important
functions of the national parks are already well-recognized by the

Ranger station at Torres del Paine National Park has a spectacular view
of nigged snow-covered peaks nearby. Photo: Bill Wendt
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Chile's Present National Park Service
Year of
Area
Establishment
(hectares/acres)
1 .* Lauca
1970
137,883/340,709
2. Volcan Isluga
1967
400,000/988,400
3. Rapa Nui .
1935
6,666/16,472
4. Fray Jorge
1941
9,959/24,609
5. LaCampana
1967
5,328/13,165
6. El Morado
1974
3,000/7,413
7. Archipielago Juan Fernandez . 1935
9,315/23,017
8. Las Palmas de Cocalan
1972
8,160/20,163
9. Laguna del Laja
1958
11,600/28,664
10. Ralco
1972
12,160/30,047
11. Nahuelbuta
1939
5,415/13,380
12. Tolhuaca
1935
3,500/8,649
13. Cerro Nielol
1939
81/200
14. Conguillio
1970
28,000/69,188
15. Los Paraguas
1940
28,000/69,188
16. Huerquehue
1967
3,900/9,637
17. Villarrica
1940
65,396/161,594
18. Los Alerzales
1964
1,230/3,039
19. Puyehue
1941
107,000/264,397
20. Vicente Perez Rosales
1926
252,000/622,692
21. Alerce Andino
.1982
39,255/96,999
22. Chiloe
1982
43,057/106,394
23. Queulat
1983
154,093/380,764
24. Isla Magdalena
1983
157,640/389,528
25. Isla Guanblin
1967
10,625/26,254
26. Rio Simpson
1967
41,160/101,706
27. Laguna San Rafael
1959
1,742,000/4,304,482
28. Bernardo O'Higgins
1969 1,761,000/4,351,431
29. Torres del Paine
1959
163,000/402,773
30. Monte Balmaceda
1966
7,900/19,521
31. Pali Aike
1970
3,000/7,413
32. Hernando de Magallanes
1969
800,000/1,976,800
33. Alberto D'Agostini
1965
800,000/1,976,800
34. Cabo de Hornos . .
1945
63,093/155,903
* Numbers correspond to those shown on map.

public—in 1983 more than 350,000 visitors were recorded. This is
particularly notable in that the system was being reorganized and
there was little information about new facilities available for public
use.
The national parks system of Chile is, unquestionably, a national
asset of immense proportions. It protects those natural and cultural
resources which represent Chile's past and hold promise for her
future. Through environmental interpretation and education programs, the parks are becoming more and more known, and the
broadly-based public support so essential to continued success is
coming to the fore.

Juan V. Oltremari is an associate professor of wildlife management, Faculty of Forest Science, Austral University of Chile at
Valdivia. Royal G. Jackson is associate professor of resource
recreation, College of Forestry, Oregon State University, USA.
Unless otherwise noted, photographs are by Juan Oltremari.
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Douglas Williamson and Jane Williamson

Botswana's Fences and the
Depletion of Kalahari Wildlife

Over the past 20 years or more, fences have been erected around
the part of the Kalahari that lies in Botswana without thought about
the impact on the wildlife. Over the years, the fences have taken a
massive toll of animals whose traditional migration routes to water
have been sealed off. The authors, who have been working in the
Kalahari since 1981, examine the current situation and suggest
some of the possible remedies that are so urgently needed.
We have been studying antelope movements in the northern part
of Botswana's Central Kalahari Game Reserve since April 1981. In
the course of our work we have reached the conclusion that a
massive decline of Kalahari wildlife populations has occurred. One
reasons for this decline is obvious. Fences now enclose much of
that part of the Kalahari that lies within Botswana, blocking or
severely disrupting wildlife movements both out of and into the
region. In times of drought, species that are unable to cope with the
abnormally arid conditions need to move out of the Kalahari to
perennial water sources such as the Okavango system and the Limpopo and Orange rivers.
Heavy mortality must result if their movement to water is
blocked. In the periods of above average rainfall, which regularly
occur in southern Africa, improved conditions allow the movement
of animals into the Kalahari from the better watered areas to the
north and east. The ending of such movements must also reduce the
overall abundance of animals in the Kalahari. At least one species
has now completely disappeared from the area. Zebra, which were
reported by Silberbauer (1965) as resident in the northern Kalahari,
have not been seen there since the severe droughts of the 1960s.
These were the first serious droughts to occur after the erection of
the veterinary cordon fences that blocked the migration of zebra to
perennial surface water.
Another species, wildebeest, still regularly migrates out of the
Kalahari during periods of drought, but now has only very restricted access to surface water in the Lake Xau area. Access to the
Limpopo and Orange rivers in the south-east and south is now
completely cut off. The heavy mortality resulting from their disrupted migration has been documented several times since the
erection of the veterinary cordon fences during the 1950s. Silberbauer (1965) reported heavy mortality on the fences during the
droughts of the 1960s. Child (1972) described wildebeest die-offs at
Lake Xau in 1964 to 1970. Owens and Owens (1980,1983a, b) have
given detailed accounts of the migration of wildebeest and their
concentration at Lake Xau.
A plausible explanation for the regular wildebeest concentrations at Lake Xau was suggested to us by Dirk Kreulen, a Dutch
scientist who worked in the Kalahari as a member of a team employed to carry out a range and animal inventory of the region
(DHV, 1980). He pointed out that the continuous barrier offences
from the northern tip of South Africa's Kalahari Gemsbok National
Park to the end of the tail-end fence near Lake Xau probably has
the effect of funneling all the migrating animals into the Lake Xau
area.
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The wildebeest always suffer heavy mortality when they concentrate at Lake Xau but the situation was especially grim in 1983. The
area had had five years of below average rainfall and Lake Xau
itself was dry. Apart from a few pools, the Boteti River was also dry.
The only substantial body of water in the region was the Mopipi
Reservoir, which serves the Orapa Diamond mine. Mopipi is east
of Lake Xau, while the only shade in the area was to be found in the
woodlands well west of the lake. Since high ambient temperatures
make shade indispensable during the time of wildebeest concentration the animals were obliged to make a round trip of up to 100 km
each time they needed to drink. Moreover, the drought and chronic
overstocking of cattle had severely depleted the grazing in the
vicinity of Lake Xau and Mopipi. Large tracts of land had been

A doomed wildebeest calf, left behind on the trek to Lake Xau
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completely denuded of grass and there were regular dust storms.
These extremely stressful conditions were aggravated by the people
living near Mopipi Reservoir, who, as well as killing a substantial
number of animals, subjected them to various forms of harassment,
which almost certainly caused heavy additional mortality.
The scene below the wall of the Mopipi Reservoir was reminiscent of a First World War battlefield. In places the density of
wildebeest carcasses exceeded 50 per hectare. The nature of the
interactions between people and animals at Mopipi would make it
difficult for even the most avid romantic to sustain the argument
that aesthetics are a plausible motivation for conservation in the
developing world. Having witnessed these interactions first hand,
one is sorely tempted to agree with the collector in J. G. Farrell's
novel, The Siege of Kirshnapur, that aesthetics are 'a sham . . . a
cosmetic painted on life by rich people to conceal its ugliness.'
In addition to contributing to the disappearance of zebra and to
the plight of migrating wildebeest, there can be little doubt that the
fences, in conjunction with expanding human settlement, also prevent animals normally resident in the better watered areas to the
north and east from moving into the Kalahari during periods of
above average rainfall. We have evidence both from the literature
(Silberbauer, 1965; Campbell and Child, 1971) and from interviews
with Bushmen long resident in the area that species such as
elephant, rhino, buffalo, roan, sable and tsessebe regularly moved
into the northern Kalahari during periods of above average rainfall.
All these species are now absent from the Kalahari.

Some wildebeest reach the water, many die around it

One of the many carcasses in the area west of Lake Xau.
Drifting sands are beginning to cover it.

Fences around the Kalahari.
Fence.
National Park/Came Reserve Boundary.
Fences
vcj'-veterinary cordon fence.
1. Namibia/Botswana boundary.
2. Ghanzi ranches.
3. Kukevcf.
4. Makalatnabedi vcf.
5. Tail-end vcf.
6. Central Ngwato vcf.
7. Main road/railway line.
8. Dibetevcf.
9. South Africa/Botswana boundary.
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In addition to the fences we are aware of no fewer than eight
factors that must also be contributing to the decline of Kalahari
wildlife. One of these, the spread of pastoralism, has been operating for a very long time but its rate of spread has accelerated
drastically since the 1950s, when the sinking of boreholes in otherwise waterless areas began on a large scale.
The factors are: the prevailing drought; expanding human settlement; the erection of yet more fences; the proliferation in
hitherto inaccessible areas of new roads and tracks made by mineral prospecting companies; the diversion of the Boteti River to
supply water for the Orapa diamond mine; the settlement of large
numbers of people in the vicinity of mines in previously remote
areas; illegal hunting on a very large scale.
Our contention that Kalahari wildlife populations have been
drastically reduced is not based only on the disappearance of a
number of species and the identification of various factors which
must be adversely affecting wildlife. The results of an aerial survey
programme that we have been conducting provide a modicum of
quantitative evidence in support of this contention.
In each of the first two years of our study we completed six
extensive aerial surveys and pooled the results of these to make an
estimate of mean large herbivore biomass through the year. We
have compared these estimates with expected biomass, which we

calculated using a technique developed by Coe et al. (1976) and
based on the dependence of large herbivore biomass on rainfall.
In the first year of our study the observed large herbivore
biomass was only 24 per cent of the expected value. In the second
year this declined to about 11 per cent of the expected value. This
drop was almost entirely due to a steep decline in the number of
wildebeest entering our study area. Other populations remained
remarkably constant. Because our aerial survey work is unavoidably fraught with inaccuracies arising from our limited manpower and equipment, it would be disingenuous to imply that our
estimates of large herbivore biomass should be accepted uncritically. The overwhelming probability is that we have underestimated present biomass, but the discrepancy between the observed
and expected values is so enormous that we nevertheless have no
doubt that there has been a massive reduction of large herbivore
biomass in the Kalahari. Our confidence in this conclusion is considerably strengthened by the fact that the biomass is virtually
identical with a biomass estimate for the whole Kalahari made in
1979 (DHV, 1980).
On the basis of the evidence that we have collected, we infer that
wildlife faces a bleak future in the Kalahari and in view of this
inference we have felt obliged both to try to understand how the
existing situation has arisen and to consider whether or not anything
can be done to ameliorate it. As we understand it, the existing
situation is partly the unintentional result of a number of uncoordinated fencing schemes and partly a reflection of a widespread
indifference or even hostility to wildlife conservation.
The fences around the Kalahari include the international boundary fences between Botswana and Namibia and Botswana and
South Africa, fences along main roads, ranch fences and veterinary
cordon fences. They have been erected over a period of more than
two decades and there is no evidence of any consideration having
been given to their impact on wildlife populations.
Indifference to wildlife conservation has a certain logic when
one views the world through the eyes of rural people living at a
meagre subsistence level. To such people wildlife is seldom more
than a source of free meat and hides and, perhaps, of additional
income and is often a nuisance or a threat. It is also logical for
people who see economic development as an overriding concern to
accord a low priority to wildlife conservation. Present economic
benefits from wildlife are very small compared to those derived,
for example, from the cattle and mining industries in Botswana.
Although we can think of no programme that could be guaranteed to reverse present trends in the Kalahari, we believe that there
are steps that could be taken that might result in an improvement in
the situation. These include: a detailed assessment of the ecological

status of the Kalahari ecosystem; formulation of an integrated
land-use plan for Kalahari in terms of which orderly development
of the region could occur; formulation of a management plan for
the Central Kalahari Game Reserve; a pilot project for the provision of artificial water supplies for wildlife in the Central Kalahari
Game Reserve; a radical upgrading of the law enforcement capability of the conservation authorities; vigorous promotion of the development of wildlife-based industries, with the object of convincing local people that the wildlife resource is a valuable asset with
the potential of contributing significantly to economic development.
We make no claim that these suggestions are either comprehensive or definitive. We simply wish to illustrate that remedial action is
possible. Clearly, it is also increasingly urgent.
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"" New Trends in
Interpretive Planning

Introduction
The specialized function in the field of Environmental Interpretation, entitled "planning," has evolved considerably in the past few
years. As often stated by many colleagues in the park, historic, and
cultural resource field, there are virtually as many approaches to
interpretive planning as there are agencies charged with the responsibility of developing these sites for public use! Unfortunately, this
international "shotgun approach" (i.e. utilizing numerous planning
methodologies, some of which are ineffective) has been detrimental to the advancement and credibility of interpretive planning in
general.
The interpretive literature is replete with numerous models of
interpretive planning (see citations). This article will briefly emphasize what are commonly known as the Information Flow
Model, and the Sender-Message-Receiver (S-M-R) communication models. Both models will be highlighted because of their
profound simplicity, effectiveness, and their application
possibilities on an international scale. The S-M-R model is a general theoretical framework for planning, while the Information
Flow Model is a practical application of S-M-R on a site level. It
must be emphasized that maximum interpretive planning effective-

ness can be achieved by combining the two models to form a sound
framework for the interpretive planning exercise. The Information
Flow Model (Figure 1), and a brief explanation of its components
are as follows:
Taking into account the specific audience characteristics for any
given site, there are essentially 5 levels of visitor contact according
to the Information Flow Model developed by Andrusiak and Keip.
Pre-Visit—Informing prospective visitors of the existence of a site
and its resources, providing a proper regional orientation, and ensuring that the visitor arrives with a basic level of information so
that appropriate expectations can be developed.
First Site Contact — All visitors must be oriented to site specific
resources, and should be made to feel that they have arrived at a
special, friendly place. Information must be clearly presented and
easily understood. Special use and management messages can also
be presented.
Day-Use and/or Accommodation Destinations — After arrival at
the site, visitors will proceed to recreational activity areas. Visitor
information requirements at the recreational activity areas include
orientation to on-site and off-site resources and opportunities.

PRE-VIS1T
LOCAL

PRE-VISIT
OUT OF REGION

FIRST
PARK CONTACT

DAY USE
DESTINATION

ACCOMMODATION
DESTINATION

ACTIVITY
DESTINATIONS
(various)

POST VISIT

Figure 1, The Information Flow Model (after (6) ).

Alan Capelle is an interpretive consultant with Interpretive Services, USA. This was adapted from an article in The Interpreter,
Summer 1984.
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Activity Destinations — Visitors must know what recreation and
education opportunities are provided to complement the site, dayuse and group-use areas, camping areas, and overall park system.
These include trails, viewing areas, programming sites, and recreational facilities.
Post Visit—This entails providing information that is distributed to
extend and strengthen the visitor's site experience. This may include detailed brochures, posters and books.

The S-M-R Model
The S-M-R model was first published in 1976 (Peart and Woods).
Grant Taylor of Parks Canada was also instrumental in the development of this model. An expanded form of this model, modified
by Cherem, is illustrated in Figure 2.

interpretive delivery matrix (see next section of article) is developed, in conjunction with appropriate program objectives.
5. So What?
By considering the information needs at each level of the Information Flow Model, message and media cost effectiveness is better
determined for the entire interpretive program, and for each activity
and staff component.
In addition to the above components, there should be information provided on the operational costs required to implement the
program. This may take the form of a macro-schedule(s) based
upon a weekly or monthly cycle. This would include projected
capital costs for site development, operating costs, staffing requirements, and equipment maintenance schedules.

Refinements To the S-M-R Based Planning Methodology
To-date, the development of the S-M-R model has essentially laid a
sound, skeletal framework for interpretive planning. In the past few
years, there have been considerable advancements in better defining and enhancing the effectiveness of the five major components.
In essence, these refinements have started to put much needed
"flesh" on this skeleton. Some of these major refinements are as
follows:

WHY?
Better Defined Plan and Program Objectives
Figure!. The S-M-R model with the components, WHY?, and
Implementation and Operations excluded.
The model is composed of five major questions:
/. Why?
This segment of the model outlines the philosophy, mandate, policy, goals, and administrative structure for the organization, and the
program which is being planned.
2. What?
This component consists of conducting appropriate research (e.g.
historical material and narrative histories, biophysical inventory,
archaeological excavation) on the entire resource base to identify
those features which should be interpreted according to the site's
thesis.! Also, those resources that are visually perceived by visitors
to be very interesting (perceptually exciting nodes) should be incorporated (Capelle and Keip, 1982).
3. Who?
An inventory and analysis of the existing and/or future visitation
levels to the site on an annual basis. This would include obtaining
both demographic and behavioral visitor data. "Such relevancies as
the motivations of visitors for coming to the site, their expectations
of what they will find there, their actual perceptions of the site, and
various relevant attitudes they may possess are of extreme importance in interpretive planning" (9). Site visitors can then be
placed into socially defined target groups (e.g. family group of
four) with specific messages interpreted to each group through a
variety of media.
4. How? When? Where?
Specific interpretive activities and media (how) are planned at certain times (when), and at specific site locations (where). Due to the
variety of these activities, demonstrations, and special events, an

Some of the more recent interpretive master plans reflect some
excellent efforts to define planning and programming goals and
objectives more clearly. These efforts have resulted in resource
managers, management committees, and advisory boards better
understanding and supporting the purpose and use of interpretive
documents in shaping a broad and meaningful visitor experience.

WHAT?
Use of Micro-computers
In recent years, there have been some initial efforts in identifying
the utility of using computers to assist in compiling resource inventories, and to place facilities in certain locations favorable for visitor access. The Association of Interpretive Naturalists in the US
has developed a computer simulation program of the interpretive
planning process. The program entails a 22-page documentation
package and a TRS-80 111 mini computer disk. It will be useful for
students and agency planners to employ in enhancing their planning
skills. Traweek has also described the importance of microcomputers in interpretive planning.

WHO?
Demographic/Behavioral Visitor Surveys
For years, those agencies that have conducted visitor survey research have, unfortunately, slanted their approach basically to acquiring demographic information only. An equally important area
of information, covering visitor's expectations, motives for coming
to the site, and preferences for interpretive media and activities and
why these preferences exist and how they emerge through the
interpretive experience has been virtually ignored.
Fortunately, some researchers have now become aware of this
deficiency, and have developed balanced and cohesive visitor surveys. Blahna and Roggenbuck give a good example of how this
PARKS 9

balanced approach has produced excellent visitor data for effective
programming. Another important product of implementing these
surveys (15) is that social-oriented target groups are being
identified. Hopefully, there never will be such a misnomer as the
"general public" anymore in the 1980s.

HOW? WHEN? WHERE?
Interpretive Program Delivery Matrices
Undoubtedly, one of the most significant advances in the preparation of interpretive plans has been the development of a delivery
matrix component. The matrix consists of the compilation of all the

major topics, and detail required to visualize the progression of an
individual theme to the final media/medium selected for each message within that theme.
The crucial points in this section of the overall plan are not only
the major subject headings (e.g. objectives, theme, sub-theme,
etc.) themselves, but also their order within the matrix to determine
logically how, when, and where those messages will be interpreted
to the public. Fig. 3 represents a portion of a typical interpretive
delivery matrix.
It must be emphasized that all themes must directly relate to an
overall thesis or central statement which provides overall direction
and guidance for development of the interpretive program. The use
of message analysis charts as used by Andrusiak and Keip will also
assist in the formation of a sound thematic framework.

Objectives

Theme1

Sub-theme

*To inform
in regin
visitors of
site and its
resources;

Visitor
Orientation

Pre-Visit (inregion)

Relevant
Resources

Experience
Analysis3

Receiver
Group

•Agency
Objectives
•Site Objectives
•Site
map(s)

•create a
sense of
curiosity
and proper
attitudes
about the
site resources, its
opportunities, and
follow up
activities at
the Visitor
Center,
within the
site, and
the immediate region

All

Sub-theme
Element
Awareness
of park
resources &
the Visitor
Center

*To assist
visitors in
formulating
appropriate
expectations

Messages1
Awareness:
•existence
of site &
V.C.
•identity of
site and
facilities
•symbols

Media
•overall &
site specific
brochures;
•travelling/promotional
exh.
*AM radio
transmitter

Figure 3 Small segment of a typical interpretive program delivery matrix.
1

2

Theme column may specify the various "Subprograms" (e.g.
interpretive, educational, or information) to include Visitor
Orientation.
Respective theme messages may be very detailed and specific to
guide future media development.
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Column may include primary motives for that particular group
to attend the site (e.g. interest in American history, achievement, relaxation, sensory involvement).

SO W H A T ?
Evaluation of Interpretive Programs
The need for evaluation of interpretive effectiveness and cost efficiency of daily activities for interpretive program operations is
slowly gaining importance within the profession. It is very important that the evaluation component of visitor services is not overlooked, as it can quantitatively assess the role and value that interpretive services serve as a management tool within the operation
of the site.
Authors such as Roggenbuck, Wagar and Carle have strongly
advocated the need for interpretive program evaluation in recent
years. It has now become more commonplace within interpretive
master plans to incorporate matrices on how and where evaluation
of interpretive services will occur.

What Is Needed Now
At this juncture in the evolution of interpretive planning theory and
practice, there are three main areas which should be seriously
considered by managers and planners alike. The process of planning is as important as its format. The planner must play his/her role
as a catalyst, bringing together all required people, resources, and
media:
/. International Use of Basic Planning Standards
The interpretive profession can no longer afford to produce diverse and often ineffective approaches to planning as have been seen
the past few decades. There are currently so many strategies,
methodologies, and formats employed that it is very difficult to
compare and cross-reference planning documents from one agency
to another. A suitable analogy from the archaeological profession is
a situation where research archaeologists are unearthing and recording prehistoric remains, using methods ranging from trowel/
shovel, to dynamite! There simply is a need to establish basic
standards for how to produce certain documents.
Until such time as improved standards are developed, it is suggested that all agencies use (and modify where appropriate) the
Information Flow Model/S-M-R model combination as the principal framework for interpretive planning.
2. Regional Scope To Interpretive Planning
Unfortunately, the "territorial imperative" continues to be used
by most agencies in planning interpretive services. The results, as
Cherem states, is that "this piecemeal approach can result in such a
jumbled and overlapping array of offerings that it is a wonder the
visitor takes away anything at all from his regional interpretive
experience. As a result, key linkages between themes and subthemes are seldom made."
There certainly is a need for better coordination and planning of
the visitor experience within thematically-related regions. Managers especially must be aware of and be committed to providing a
cohesive, regional interpretive experience. They are often in a
better position than their interpretive staff to effect long-term regional cooperation.
3. Greater Commitment to Interpretive Evaluation
As a followup to comments made on this topic previously, the
author would like to reiterate the need for managers to establish a
greater commitment (both funding and manpower) to evaluation of
interpretive programs. All too often, many agencies seem to be
overly preoccupied with "getting something on the ground" in time
for a splashy public dedication, and then virtually ignoring the
entire site once it becomes operational. Legislators and governments must be accountable for the tax dollars that are spent, and

should monitor these expenditures for development and operation
through comprehensive evaluation programs.
Managers and interpretive planners alike must be more aware of
the significant benefits that program evaluation can provide for their
sites. Through carefully designed and implemented studies, the
manager will be able quantitatively to assess the yearly effectiveness of his/her visitor services program. In addition, information on
costs/visitor contact, and seasonal and monthly costs/interpretive
activity can be obtained which provide necessary information
which will guide future procedures. From a management standpoint, the latter type of data can provide the necessary support for
requesting increased planning and programming budgets. The "So
What?" component of the S-M-R model is one of the most important, yet overlooked aspects of interpretive program planning and
management.
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International Coastal and
Marine Protected Areas
Seminar
March and April, 1986
Two international seminars on coastal and marine protected areas will be conducted under the joint sponsorship of the Sanctuary
Programs Division, US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Park Service, US Department ofInterior, in
cooperation with the University of Michigan. Whilefield sites are located in North America, the seminars have a global perspective. The
March seminar emphasizes inshore and coastal parks and equivalent protected areas, including mangrove, estuarine, beach andfringing
reef habitats. The April seminar emphasizes offshore marine protected areas, reserves and sanctuaries, including barrier and patch reefs,
hardbanks and special marine habitats. They are designedfor administrators, managers and professional personnel who have a need to
develop specific skills in coastal and marine protected areas policy, planning, design, management and operations.

Marine Protected Area
Management Seminar
This seminar, hosted by the Sanctuary Programs Division, NOAA,
will be oriented toward the needs of professional government staff
managing programs for marine protected areas around the world.
It will provide a forum for exchanging techniques and policies,
and will include first-hand experience in the comprehensive planning and management of marine protected areas. The emphasis
will be on marine habitats with most of their area lying offshore
(nearshore subtidal and deep oceanic rather than intertidal or estuarine) and where the significant resources (such as marine mammals), uses and management issues are marine-dependent.
During an 8 to 10-day period, participants will be offered practical courses and on-site demonstrations that can help them resolve
resource protecti on issues and create programs for research, education, surveillance and enforcement. There will be sessions on the
legal aspects of marine protected areas; economic and other benefits; issues such as pollution, overuse and anchoring damage, the
marine protection techniques such as oil spill contingency planning
and monitoring programs. The Sanctuary Programs Division foresees the seminar taking place at the Key Largo and Looe Key
National Marine Sanctuaries in the Florida Keys and the Channel
Islands National Marine Sanctuary and National Park in southern
California. International experts in marine protected area management will assist in the seminar and tours.
The seminar is scheduled for April, 1986. A US$2000 registration fee covering in-country travel, lodging, meals and associated
expenses during the seminar will be required of each participant.
This will cover all costs directly associated with the seminar. Participants must provide their own transportation to the US and return, any additional expenses before and after the seminar dates,
and all incidental expenses (i.e., laundry, taxi/bus, books). For
further information, contact:
Dr. Nancy Foster
Sanctuary Programs Division,NOAA
3300 Whitehaven Street, NW
Washington, DC 20235, USA
(Telephone): 202/634-4236)
12

Coastal Parks/Protected Areas Seminar
The seminar will begin at Everglades National Park and move to
other south Florida locations, including Key Biscayne, Rookery
Bay and the University of Miami during the first week, and continue to St. Croix, US Virgin Islands, for four days, with visits to the
West Indies Laboratory, Buck Island National Monument and other
protected areas. It will conclude with six days at Trinidad and
Tobago, including visits to Caroni Swamp Reserve (Trinidad Island) and Buco Reef (Tobago Island).It will be managed by the
National Park Service.
The 2 Vi week program will consist of site visits to inshore and
coastal parks and protected areas, with onsite demonstrations
combined with classroom activities, participant presentations and
problem solving exercises. The subject is the transitional area between land and sea—the coastal zone — and will deal with problems and opportunities in creating and managing coastal protected
areas. Particular emphasis will be on linked areas such as mangroves and fringing coral reefs, or beaches and reefs, including
approaches to combined land/water management. The objective is
to enhance each participant's skills in planning and implementing
systems of coastal parks or protected areas, in selection of sites and
in planning and operating particular sites. A core faculty of experienced professionals will be supplemented by country experts, scientists and local site managers.
The seminar begins March 8 and ends March 26, 1986. Travel
costs, lodging, meals and associated expenses during the seminar
will be covered from a seminar fee of US$2000 to be paid by each
participant. This fee will cover all seminar costs. Participants must
provide their own transportation to Miami, Florida, and return, any
additional expenses before and after seminar dates, and incidental
expenses (i.e. laundry, taxi/bus, books).
Participants are expected to locate their own funds for the seminar (some advice on sources is available). For details, please contact:
Hugh Bell Muller
International Seminar, National Park Service
School of Natural Resources, Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1115, USA
(Telephone: 313/763-4029)
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PARK TECHNIQUES
Selection a n d Care Of F i r e a r m s Irenius F. Ndunguru and Herman Mwcigeni
Firearms have an important role in modern
wildlife management. Rifles and shotguns were
originally used in hunting, and in the protection
of life and property against dangerous and destructive wildlife. While the traditional uses of
firearms were confined to certain wildlife areas,
such as controlled hunting areas and game reserves, their application in national parks was
prohibited by law. This situation, however, has
changed.
Following the growth of human population in
areas surrounding national parks and the steady
decline in the availability of land for people,
coupled with a growing demand for wildlife
trophies, the problem of poaching has been intensified. Unfortunately, the poachers are armed
with firearms and therefore in order to protect
the already threatened wildlife species, firearms
of various calibers have become necessary tools
to enforce the law effectively.
Regrettably, armed poachers not only kill
animals, but occasionally kill law enforcement
personnel as well. For instance, in Tanzania several resource conservation officers have been
killed by poachers. In most instances the killers
were armed with automatic or semi-automatic
firearms.
Given the use of firearms in violating the law,
reciprocal measures are logical and pragmatic to
protect both wildlife and law enforcement officers. This situation prevails in almost all conservation areas in developing countries, and thus

resource protection personnel have to appreciate
the significance of firearms in the management
of parks and their wildlife resources. Factors involved in the choice, use and care of firearms
are, therefore, important.
Selection of Firearms
A decision to acquire a specific firearm is guided
by the kind of use intended and the requirement
of the law in the country concerned. The effectiveness and durability of the firearm and an assured supply of ammunition are of foremost importance.
Manufacturers of firearms have used several
types of steel in making barrels. Some older guns
were made of low-carbon steel and were designed for use with slow burning, black powder.
All modern ammunition uses smokeless powder
which develops much higher pressures than
these older guns can sustain. In particular, many
old shotguns of Damascus or twist steel are
prone to severe damage—to gun and shooter—
if modern ammunition is used. When selecting
any gun—rifle or shotgun—be sure it is made of
proof-tested fluid steel. Stainless steel and nickel
steel add to the durability. The less experienced
buyers of guns will do well to consult experienced colleagues to make sure they are getting a
gun that is safe and suitable to their needs.
The law in Tanzania requires owners of
weapons to possess valid licenses for firearms

used in hunting. In addition, the regulation describes the type or class of weapons which may
be used to kill a particular animal. As far as
hunting is concerned, use of a fully automatic
firearm is prohibited. This is a firearm which can
fire more than one cartridge with one pressure of
the trigger or reload itself more than once. This
restriction is intended to reduce wanton killing of
non-targeted animals. Firearm classification has
as its objective the effectiveness of the gun to kill
the animal instantly and thus prevent suffering.
The availability of weapons of different makes
and calibers in a particular country or region is
further determined by the variety and abundance
of shootable game for subsistence, recreation
and management purposes. In Tanzania, for instance, the law requires that big game animals
such as elephant, hippopotamus and African buffalo be killed by a rifle of a minimum caliber of
.375 of an inch. Other animals should be killed
by a rifle with a caliber equal to or greater than
.270 of an inch. Smooth bore weapons are recommended for baboons and vervet monkeys
which are numerous in agricultural areas and
may inflict damage to crops.
Varmint rifles with telescope sights are excellent for shooting plains game of the size of
gazelle and smaller. The flat trajectories possible
with the cartridges used by these rifles ensure
accuracy even at ranges of two or three hundred
meters.
The action (mechanism) of weapons acquired
for anti-poaching should be chosen to conteract
those arms employed by poachers. This implies
that wildlife protection officers should be provided with either automatic or semi-automatic
rifles, while investigative officers should also use
side arms as defense against dangerous suspects.
In general, large caliber arms, particularly
.404 and .458 rifles, are associated with big
game hunting in Africa, and as such they are
popular among big game hunters and wildlife
departments in most countries. Some sportsmen, on the other hand, describe a .375 caliber
rifle as universal, since it can be used economically and effectively for all types of large and

FIREARMS ARE NECESSARY FOR
RESOURCE
PROTECTION.
Wildlife students conducting antipoaching operation in the college owned-wildlife demonstration area in Mount Merit, Northern Tanzania,
East Africa.
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This Remington Model 700 chambered for
.375 Magnum is highly effective for all types
of large and medium size game. Weighing
about 9 pounds, it is a very powerful rifle.

medium size game. Other popular makes include the 30.06 Springfield, .300 Holland and
Holland, and .22 Hornet. Among the smooth
bores, the 12 gauge shotgun is the most prevalent
in Africa. These firearms are all excellent
choices, since they are durable, easy to handle,
and their supply of ammunition is constant and
reliable. It is worth noting, however, that none of
the ammunition is manufactured in East Africa.
Costs could be reduced by reloading the empty
cartridges in each respective country or region.
Rifles that are commonly being used in
wildlife management have two broad types of
sighting devices. Iron sights are more common
because they are cheap and withstand rough
conditions in the field. Of late, however, there
has been an increase in telescopic sights to ensure higher accuracy. Unlike the iron sights,
'scopes are quite fragile and careful handling is
needed.
A decision to buy a telescopic sight for a rifle
is influenced by its intended use, that is, for varmint, big game or target shooting. Generally
speaking, a 'scope with a wide field of view is the
best for shooting big game; 'scopes of higher
magnification but a narrower field of view normally are more satisfactory for varmint and
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Small game is often a long distance from the
shooter. This problem is best handled with a
gun that will provide high velocity and a very
flat trajectory. This Remington Model 700,
chambered for the 22-250 cartridge and
carrying a telescopic sight, is a fine example
of the varmint rifle.

This 12 gauge shotgun is widely used
throughout the world. This example, a fine
W.W. Greener made in England, has double
barrels. The normal load for such a gun is
small lead pellets, but solid slugs could be
used against some animals.

target shooting. Nevertheless, any variable
power 'scope with magnification ranging from
2Vix to8x is a good selection, and a 3x 'scope is
a good compromise for both woodland and open
country hunting.
In addition, the 'scope should possess noncritical eye relief. This quality lets the shooter
get a clear field of view through the 'scope at any
point where the eye is 2'A to 5 inches from the
ocular lens. This feature facilitiates quick aiming
at moving targets.
Telescopic sight mounting should be rugged
and precisely fixed to the gun so that it will withstand the shock of recoil. Also, the telescope
axis should be as close to the bore of the rifle as
possible. Side mounts are recommended because if 'scope visibility is obstructed (by rain,
for example) the instrument can be flipped over
and the open sights used instead.

also includes security of the weapon to prevent it
from falling into the hands of an irresponsible
person. The owner or trustee of a firearm should
always comply with the basic safety rules in the
handling of arms. For instance, the muzzle
should never be pointed at a non-target object.
Guns should always be unloaded when not in
use, and guns and ammunition should be stored
separately, beyond the reach of children or careless adults. The use of alcohol or drugs before or
during shooting is prohibited.
Always ensure that the firing chambers and
barrel are clear of excessive oil or any foreign
materials.
Care should be taken that the screws holding
the barrel in place do not become loose. This
could result in vibration which would affect velocity and accuracy.
Regular care of firearms calls for routine
cleaning before and after firing, use of correct
cleaning kits, and the correct type of oil.
It is important that the manufacturers' instructions be followed in disassembly, cleaning and
reassembly. These printed instructions normally
are supplied at the time the gun is purchased. If
they have been lost, most manufacturers will
supply them on request.
Accessories to be acquired include metal
cleaning rods for large and small bore rifles,
wooden rods for shotguns, fiber and brass bristle
brushes for each caliber, and felt balls for shotguns. Screwdrivers to fit are necessary, as as any
other tool required. Cleaning cloths and a pullthough string should also be available.
It should be noted that cleaning brushes and
patches are always pushed through the bore from
breech to muzzle, never the other way. Cleaning
a gun before taking it into the field is necessary.
This is to remove any excess oil in the firing
chamber or barrel which could cause the first
shot to be a bit off the mark.
In the field, when moving through terrain on
foot, it is wise to check the barrel periodically to
be certain it is open and clean.
Following a period of use, the gun should be
cleaned carefully and coated with a thin layer of
the oil recommended by the manufacturer.
A common problem some shooters discover
after using a gun for a period of time is that it is no
longer accurate. In such a case, adjusting the
sight will usually correct the problem. Bore-

Care of Firearms
Proper care and maintenance of a firearm prolongs its life and value, ensures shooting accuracy and helps prevent accidents. Proper care

Bore Sighting

In addition to the double barrel type, shotguns are also made in pump and automatic loading
models which are becoming very popular. This is a Model 1100 Remington autoloading
shotgun.

sighting is the quickest and most economical way
to begin this process, (see bore-sighting insert.—
Ed.)
Fault finding is an important part of firearm
care. As with any mechanical tool, a rifle or
shotgun has critical parts which call for special
attention. The firing pin is the "spark plug" of
the gun. It is the link between the gun and cartridge, and it must always be in good working
condition. A faulty linkage could result in hangfire, a pierced primer or misfires, all unacceptable and dangerous. Generally speaking, anyone
acquiring a used firearm should have it checked
by a trained gunsmith. Such an inspection will
reveal any problems, and they can be corrected

before the weapon is used. Serious shooters
should always be aware of the condition of their
guns and never use a faulty weapon.
To sum up, the significance of firearms in
modern wildlife management cannot be overlooked by those who care about the present and
future survival of wildlife resources. However,
the effectiveness of these tools requires selfgenerated discipline among users, and strict regulation to control their use.

Dr. Herman Mwageni and I.F. Ndunguru are
instructors at the College of African Wildlife
Management, at Mweka, Tanzania.

Bore sighting is a quick and simple
method of getting a rough adjustment of a
rifle's sights. It saves time and expensive
ammunition in the process of making certain the rifle will hit the target. This makes
the job of precise adjustment much easier.
Bore sighting is easy with a bolt action
rifle; the bolt is removed and this permits
one to look through the bore. The rifle is
then placed on a support of sand bags or
in a clamp or some other method of holding itfirmlyin one position. Sight through
the bore — from the breech — at a target
25 yards (22.8 m) away. Clamp or weight
the rifle in position.
Without moving the rifle, adjust the
sights so that they are aligned with the
bore on the same aiming point. Your rifle
should now at least hit the target paper,
and finer adjustments to bring together
the point of aim and the point of bullet
impact will be simpler.
If you have a closed breech rifle and
cannot see directly through the bore, a
collimator can be used. This is an optical
instrument attached to a rod that is inserted into the bore. A breech-bore mirror could also be used.

Transport Crate Facilitates
Goat Removal
Wildlife problems in parks can lead to need for
safe and practical means of translocating animals. Crates or other enclosed containers tend to
quiet as well as secure captured animals in transit. Emphasis, however, is often on strength (and
weight) more than portability and animal care.
An experimental program to translocate nonnative mountain goats from Olympic National
Park has led to the development of a maneuverable, 90-pound crate that is easy to make and
may be adaptable to other wildlife species.
In three years of capture operations, 25 of
these crates have been used repeatedly in translocating more than 150 goats from the park. The
crates have survived much wear and tear, requiring only minor repairs. Animals are placed in
them as soon as possible after capture and transferred successfully by helicopter and truck to
release sites 100+ miles from the park.
The crate is scaled in design to goat dimensions, and measures 48 x 17 x 49 inches. The
narrow, rectangular shape encourages goats to
remain upright and expel ruminant gases, and
discourages them from twisting around andjoecoming injured in transit. The sides and top are
constructed from a sheet of xh inch exterior
plywood. Sides also are reinforced at three locations with % inch wide metal strapping; interior joints are reinforced with 1 inch chamfer
strips. The floor is % inch plywood; longitudinal
treading is optional to improve footing and encourage internal drainage.
PARKS
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Review of Rope Basics

Robert I. Standish

Rope is among the most useful equipment employed by national park personnel. It has no substitute.
Good rope is also expensive so it should be
handled with respect and given the care it deserves.
Losses can be considerable due to damage
and deterioration but both can be avoided or
minimized by timely attention to several basic
and simple maintenance practices.
First of all let's look at rope itself. Most people no doubt know what rope is and what it looks
like. They know too that it is available in various
sizes, large and small, and they know in general
how it is used.
Until the introduction of nylon, a synthetic
fiber made from coal, rope was made with fibrous vegetable materials such as cotton, flax, any
of several hemps, sisal, etc. These days it is often
difficult to find these products. Manila and sisal
are still produced, and so are small cotton lines
Two crates ready for captured goats (in back- for such uses as clothes lines.
ground). Note carrying handles that slip easily
Most rope today is made of synthetic fibers.
through rope loops on sides of crate.
These ropes have greatly superior qualities of
strength, elasticity and durability over their counAnimals are loaded through a vertically slid- terparts made of natural fibers.
Modern synthetic ropes are made, principally,
ing gate at one end. Gates at both ends of the
crate aid in unloading animals, but also require of three substances: nylon, polyester and polyadded reinforcement (and weight) to the crate. propylene. Polyethylene is also used.
Nylon is probably the most widely used. It is
Openings are spaced along the sides, top, and on
the floor to provide ventilation and to drain cheaper and has such desirable qualities as great
the urine and melt water from crushed ice placed strength, and stretchiness which enables it to abbeneath the animal as a coolant and water sorb sudden shock loads. It is virtually unafsource. A wooden cleat on the gate protects fin- fected by fungus or rot, or moisture.
Ropes made of polyester (Dacron in the US,
gers when the gate is being lifted or closed. The
Terylene
in Britain and other trade names in
gate is fastened, up or down, by lock bolts
mounted atop the crate to fit through matching other countries) are also immensely strong, wet
or dry, and rot resistant. Dacron does not have
holes in the gate.
the elasticity of nylon, nor is it sun-resistant.
The crate exterior is painted with a lightRopes of polypropylene float in addition to
colored latex to reflect sunlight and counter heat
build-up within. A number code stenciled on the being strong and rot-resistant. They are not elastop, sides, and door, aids in keeping track of the tic or as soft to hand as either nylon or Dacron,
animals. Vital information about each animal and are less expensive.
In construction, ropes are usually either
(size, medications, etc.) is stapled to the respective crate in a plastic bag. The empty weight of twisted of three strands, or a braided core enthe crate is stenciled on the top and sides to assist closed in a braided sheath. There are, of course,
many different ways rope is made but these two
in rapidly calculating helicopter loads.
forms, especially three-strand, are probably the
Crates are moved to and from capture lomost widely used for general purposes. Braided
cations, 2 to 4 at a time, in helicopter slingloads.
rope is more expensive, but this cost is justified
Loaded crates are maneuvered at helicopter
by its greater strength and easier handling. Such
landing sites by 2 to 4 people lifting them (like a
ropes are always used in climbing and rescue
sedan-chair) with lengths of plastic pipe suswork, and they are preferred for sheets and
pended through nylon loops on the sides of the
halyards on yachts.
crate. Most goats weigh in the 75 to 200 pound
Whatever a rope is made of, it should always
range. Large males over 250 pounds have been
be
kept clean. Dirt, sand and mud can be very
successfully transported, but are a bit confined
harmful; the sharp grit they carry will cut fibers.
by a crate of these dimensions.
Dirty ropes should be washed in fresh water and
This design was adapted from a standard crate
dried in the air.
for hooved animals described in the Animal ReBe very careful not to foul a rope with oil or
straint Handbook by D. Jessup and W. Clark of
the California Department of Fish and Game. grease. If this can't be avoided, a mild laundry
The improvements are a collaborative effort by detergent in water may help to remove it. Rinse it
park rangers, scientists, veterinarian Jim Foster, thoroughly. Unfortunately, there is no way to
safely clean a rope that has been stained with oil
and park carpenter Spence Thompson.
or tar.
Bright sunshine in time will damage any synBruce B. Moorhead is a management biologist at theticfiber.When not in use, coils of rope thereOlympic National Park, USA. This article re- fore should be stored in a cool, dry place out of
printed from Park Science, Summer 1984.
the sunshine.
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A major cause of loss is unlaying or untwisting
of the rope strands. This should always be prevented by whipping the cut ends of the rope. You
may use tape to secure the ends temporarily
when the rope is taken off the reel, and the best
way is to put on the tape before any cut is made.
But both ends of a new rope should be permanently whipped before use. This is done by
tightly seizing the strands at the cut end of the
rope with waxed twine or cord. Beeswax
stabilizes twine, gives it greater strength and
weather resistance, and helps keep it from slipping when the whipping is being put on.
There are several methods of whipping but the
simple method illustrated here should be adeSteps in whipping a rope end:

Note: The size of the whipping cord shown in
these drawings has been greatly exaggerated.
quate. Be certain the twine is pulled tight on each
turn, and that the width of the total binding along
the rope end is greater than the rope's diameter.
As noted, binding with tape is a quick way to
prevent unravelling or unlaying, but this cannot
be regarded as anything but temporary. Tape will
dry, slip or loosen, and it should be replaced with
twine whipping as soon as possible.
Synthetic fibers will melt, so additional protection is provided if the cut ends are sealed with
heat. Some merchants have an electrically
heated knife but chances are you will have to
resort to one of the more primitive but more
effective methods. A match or two, cigarette

lighter, or candle, are all effective. Use the flame
sparingly, only enough to melt the ends of the
fiber together. If the material catches fire, which
it will do easily, blow it out instantly. A lopsided
ball of molten nylon or polyester may have

formed. This can be rolled against any hard and
handy surface so that the cooling material is reformed to the diameter of the rope. Be careful.
This molten, sometimes flaming material is
drippy, sticky and can give you a severe burn.
A third method of finishing a rope is by back
splicing. This is fairly simple to do but it doesn't
work with braided or plaited rope. A back splice
is neat and permanent in three strand rope but it is
not always desirable: for instance, the increased
diameter of the splice would prevent the rope
from being used with a common block or pully.
Good rope, particularly in synthetic, is tough
but it must be protected against abrasion at points
of wear. A taut rope rubbing against a dock, tree
or rock can wear through quickly. Where rope
must go around a corner and is going to move
rather than remain fixed, rig a pully if you can to
keep it from contact with the corner. If this cannot be done, protect it at such points by wrapping
it with canvas or leather, or chafing tape. Where
long exposure to wear is expected, the rope can
be pushed through a length of hose to insulate it
from the rough surface.
It should be remembered that a rope made of
natural fibers will lose about 30 per cent of its
strength when wet. Fortunately, synthetic rope
fibers are unaffected by water. Since the filament
is a solid extrusion it does not change dimension

and it is not weakened by moisture. Natural
fibers, on the other hand, not only lose strength
but change shape as well. For example, a rope
rigged tight between two points will become taut
when wet and may have to be eased to prevent
damage.
Wet ropes, of manila and other natural fibers,
should be allowed to dry before being stowed.
Hang them in loose coils or fake them down in
loose "figure 8s" so that air can circulate freely
and promote drying.
When not in use, rope should always be kept
in a coil with the loops carefully fastened together. For most rope, the easiest method is to
hold one end in your left hand and make loops in
a clockwise direction with your right. Finally, tie
the loops together with the end of the rope.
A large coil can be fashioned into a more
manageable form by taking several turns around
the middle of the coil, enclosing both sides. The
important thing is to keep the rope clear of kinks,
snarls and tangles and ready for use when
needed.
New rope should never be pulled off a reel in
any old way. This can cause permanent kinking
tendencies. The reel should be suspended on an
axle and allowed to revolve as the rope is pulled
straight off. If the new rope is not on a reel of this
kind, open the packaging carefully so that you

can find the end of the new rope and take what
length you need from the inside of the coil.
Also remember that a knot in a rope will be a
point of weakness — up to half its strength, depending on the knot. Don't work with ropes that
have unnecessary knots in them. Untie them.
With good care, rope will last for years and
lose little of its strength and suppleness. Few
items of equipment are so useful in everyday
work or are so necessary in emergencies. Buy
good rope and take good care of it.

Knots You Should Know: A Review Roberti. stanSsh
To put rope to work effectively one normally
needs to use fastenings or loops of some sort.
These are called knots, bends or hitches. In the
thousands of years men have been using ropes,
hundreds of these fastenings have been devised,
most for specific purposes. Anyone can learn to
use them by consulting books on the subject—a
rather specialized and sometimes esoteric field
of knowledge, much of which is of little use
today.
There is, however, a small group of basic
knots — only eight in all — that anyone who
works with rope should know. Park field personnel are definitely included, of course.
The knots I recommend are: 1. the Bowline,
2. the Square or Reef Knot, 3. the Sheet Bend,
4. the Clove Hitch, 5. the Rolling Hitch, 6. Figure 8 Knot, 7. the Thumb or Overhand Knot,
and 8. Round Turn and Half Hitches.
These eight knots will meet all ordinary needs
and there are many simple variations of them to
make them even more effective. Before going
into details of some of these knots, however, we
should first look at some of the basic names of
the parts of a rope. See drawing.
We will on occasion refer to these parts of the
rope in describing how certain knots are tied. In
each case the drawing of the knot will be open so
that its construction can be seen.

All knots will reduce the strength of a rope, but
the bowline is one of the least harmful in this
respect. It can be tied with a bight—that is, with
the rope doubled to produce two loops on the
end of the line. Two bowlines can join two ropes
in one of the strongest connections that can be
made. These are only a few of the uses and
variations. There are many more.

Bowline

Here are the eight knots:
1. The Bowline is certainly one of the most
useful knots ever devised. It makes a loop that
will not slip and a knot that can be untied with
ease even after a great strain has been put on it.

The Bowline is easy to tie. 1. Make a loop in
the standing part, as shown. 2. Pass the end up
through the loop, and 3., behind the standing
part, then 4., back down through the loop. Pull it
tight and the knot is tied.
2. The Square or Reef Knot. This simple knot
is used to join two ends of the same size rope or
PARKS
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Square or Reef Knot
cord, or tape or bandages. If you pull the two
ends through as bights you have a bow knot just
like the one you use to tie your shoelaces.
This knot is unsuitable for uniting ropes of
unequal size because it will probably slip. Be
certain the ends of the rope are both on the same
side of the finished knot as it lies flat.
Never tie a Rogue's Knot or Granny Knot,

Incorrect Sheet Bend

Rogue's Knot

smaller rope to a larger one. Note its simplicity.
This classic bend is also known as the Common
Bend and the Weaver's Knot because of its excellence in uniting twine, thread or cords.
4. Clove Hitch. This is a sailor's knot, used for
many purposes. It is also known as the Builder's
Knot for its use in holding together the poles of a
scaffold. This knot depends on friction and a
lateral pull for its holding power.

Rolling Hitch
6. Figure 8 Knot. This is one of the first knots
children learn to make but its uses are anything
but juvenile. It is the traditional stopper — the
knot at the end of the rope that keeps the rope
from running out of a block, eye or loop. Beyond
that it can form nooses, slip knots, attachments
to rings, and be used to join two ropes, especially
where one has an excess of rope. This is how the
knot looks when tied loosely.

Granny Knot
both unintentional variations on the Reef Knot.
One will slip and the other will jam.
3. Sheet Bend. In nautical language, a "sheet"
is the rope that is attached to a sail to control its
position, and this is one of the knots used to
attach a rope to the eye or cringle in the corner of
a sail. It is also used to attach a rope to an "eye"
spliced into the end of a rope, or to fasten a

Figure 8
To use the Figure 8 in joining two ropes together one simply ties the knot loosely in the
end on one line, then interlaces the second line
alongside the first but from the opposite direction. See photo on next page.

Clove Hitch

Sheet Bend
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5. Rolling Hitch. This is one of the most useful
ways to attach a rope to a pole, tree, spar, cable
or even another line when you need a non-slip
connection. This knot simply grips tighter as the
load increases.
To make the hitch: 1. Loop the end of the rope
over the spar or object the rope is to be attached
to. 2. Wind the end around again. 3. Tuck the
end under a third loop, and4. Pull the hitch tight.

Overhand
7. Thumb or Overhand Knot. This simple knot
appears in a variety of forms and combinations,
all under different names, but the basic knot is
unvaried. In spite of its simplicity, it is too valuable to exclude. As is often the case with knots
and many other things, we tend to think of something complex as better than something simple,
which is not always the case. Pictured here are
some ways to use the Overhand Knot.

Water Knot or Englishman's Knot
8. Round Turn and Half Hitches. Here again is
a simple combination of immense value. Used to
fasten a rope to a ring, around a post or tree limb
or in any of a score of situations. It will draw taut
and hold firm, and if the end is then seized to the
standing part it is virtually indestructible. When
its work is done it can be cast off easily.
Round Turns & Half Hitches

Variations on the Overhand Knot

Common Loop Knot

Variations on the Figure 8 Knot

Doubled Figure 8

For further reading please consult two old
books which have, fortunately, been kept up to
date through frequent revisions.
Knots, Ties and Splices. 1884, 1934, 1977.
J. Tom Burgess. Revisions by Commander J.
Irving and Crab Searl. Routledge & Kegan Paul,
London, Henley and Boston.
Handbook of Seaman's Ropework. 1940.
Sam Svensson. English editions in 1971, 1981
and 1983. Dodd, Mead & Company, New York.
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BOOKS AND NOTICES
New National Park
in Hungary
The National Authority for Environment Protection and Nature Conservation of Hungary announced that Aggtelek, the former Landscape
Protection area, was upgraded on Jan. 1,1985, to
become the fourth National Park of this central
European country.
The Aggtelek district is in the northernmost
part of Hungary, siding with the Czechoslovakian border roughly at 48° 30' N.lat, 20°30'
E.long.; geographically it belongs to the southern limestone chain of the Northern Carpathian
mountains. It is part of the Central European
Highlands biogeographical province (Udvardy
1984, in Proceedings of the 3rd World Congress
on National Parks). These low hills have the nature of "karst" (i.e. the limestone is heavily
eroded by the chemical effect of water and is
undermined by sinkholes, caves and underground rivers.) The major attraction of the area is
the Baradia cave at the village of Aggtelek; this
beautiful stalactite cave is 16.5 km (about 10
miles) long and continues for another 6 km in
Slovakia where it is called Domica cave. Beside
the spectacular stalactite formations the cave
widens into enormous halls (one of them, the
'Concert Hall' is the site of symphonic concerts)
and contains two underground creeks. This and
the many other lesser caves attract an estimated
300,000 tourists annually. Most visitors come
during the summer vacation time, though the
authorities try to encourage year-around use of
the facilities, since the year-round temperature in
the cave stays about 12°C (about 53°F). Nature in
the Aggtelek Karst Mountains is also attractive;
beech and oak forests alternate with bald slopes
where the sun-bleached white limestone rocks
gave the popular name "devil's ploughing" to
the area. On the karst proper only deciduous or
juniper scrub thrive. Before World War II a
sanctuary was created within an area of the present park for the rare brown bear (Ursos arctos).
Red deer (Cervus elaphus), roe (Capreolus capreolus), wild hog (Sits scrofa), the rare European
wild cat (Felis catits), eagles, hawks and lesser
animals also find refuge in the park. Economic
productivity (some agriculture, wood and charcoal production, apart from tourism and big
game hunting) has been low and thus only two
small villages are found within the area; most
likely their people will find occupation in the
service industries of the park in the future.
The 19,708 sq. ha (almost 130 square miles) of
the Park became a Landscape Protection Area in
1978; now it is the fourth, and smallest National
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Park of Hungary (about the others, see Parks
vol.8/1, January 1984). Three other new areas,
totalling over 38,000 ha (160,000 acres) received
landscape protection area (somewhat less than a
national park) status and several other, smaller
nature reserves have also been created. The
Hungarian conservationists are now aiming at
the furnishings and administrative organization
of the new park, especially with respect to similarly protected areas on the Slovakian side of the
border; with underground caves that do not
know political boundaries there is room for
friendly collaboration. But we learned that they
also have their eyes on the forested lower foothills of the Alps, in Hungarian territory along the
Austrian border, as a possible site of the fifth
National Park of this small, heavily populated
and cultivated country. We wish them good luck
in their endeavors.
—MiklosD.F.

Udvardy

International Ornithological
Congress
The 19th International Ornithological Congress
will take place in Ottawa, Canada from 22 to 29
June 1986. The programme will include plenary
lectures, symposia, contributed papers (spoken
and posters), and films. There will be a midcongress free day. Pre- and post-congress excursions and workshops are planned in various ornithological regions of Canada.
Information and requests for application
forms should be addressed to:
Dr. Henri Ouellet, Secretary General
XIX Congressus Internationalis Ornithologicus
National Museum of Natural Sciences
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 0M8
(source: International Zoo News, vol. 31/2)

Silent Valley Becomes
A National Park
Silent Valley forest reserve (8,951 ha —22,118
ac) was declared a National Park in November,
1984, by the Kerala State Government in India,
thus ending the threat of a hydroelectric scheme
which had been proposed for the area, involving
PARKS

submersion of 830 hectares of forests with rich
endemic populations of flora and fauna.
One of the few undisturbed tropical rain
forests remainingin this area, Silent Valley lies in
the Kundah hills adjoining the Nilgiri hills of
Tamil Nadu in the southwestern ghats. It is surrounded by plateaus on three sides, making most
of the valley inaccessible. This ecological insulation has made it a repository and a gene reserve
of numerous plant species, some of which are
said to be extinct elsewhere, such as the large
tree fern (Cyathea gigantea) and orchid (Aphyllorchis prainii). There are luxuriant tropical wet
evergreen forests with lofty Palaquium ellipticum, Calophyllum tomentosum,
Cullenia
exarillata,
Mesua
ferrea,
Dysoxylum
malabaricum, and rolling grasslands presenting
a panoramic view.
The area harbours a rich variety of wildlife,
including elephants, tigers, panthers, wild dogs,
flying squirrels, gaur, bear, sambar, and the
highly endangered lion-tailed macaque and Nilgiri tahr.
Silent Valley is said to have derived its name
because of the absence of the noisy cicadas so
common to all forests. It is not silent any more.
Cicadas and birds can be heard, and gurgling
rapids join together to form the Kunthipuzha
River running down the valley.
— Wilson P. Doraira,
Deputy Director, Wildlife Preservation

Conservation Data Centers
Meet for Technical
Workshop
Drawing on its experience with natural heritage
programs in the United States and responding to
the need for bringing a greater degree of scientific information to bear on natural resource decisions, The Nature Conservancy International
Program has promoted establishment of Conservation Data Centers (CDCs) in Latin America
and the Caribbean. CDCs are dynamic, ongoing
biotic resource data management programs
which gather, organize and generate reliable information on the distribution and status of plants,
animals and natural communities for use by public and private institutions in their natural resource development and conservation efforts.
Held in Costa Rica in December, 1984, this
technical workshop marked the first time all 19
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members of the 5 existing CDCs (Puerto Rico,
Netherlands Antilles, Costa Rica, Colombia and
Peru) were able to join with The Nature Conservancy's International Program staff. The workshop was also attended by special guests representing institutions in Guatemala, Venezuela,
Bolivia and Chile, where CDCs may be established in the near future.
The gathering was used for technical training
of personnel and to generate discussion on technical matters relative to implementation of a
biological inventory and information management system. Participants also discussed ongoing and future support from the International
Program's biogeography program, which is a
major effort to gather, organize and analyze information regarding the distribution of plants,
animals and ecosystems in Latin America and
the Caribbean. Most importantly, the exchange
of ideas on how to fulfill user information needs
led to constructive discussion on achieving CDC
permanence within the national institutional
frameworks in which each operates. In addition,
it provided the opportunity for planning for a
regional CDC network.
A brief synthesis of conclusions and recommendations generated by workshop participants
has been prepared in Spanish and may be obtained from Martin Goebel, The Nature Conservancy International Program, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036, USA.

The Wilderness Guardian — A Practical
Guide to Fieldwork Related to Wildlife Conservation, 1984. Timothy Corfield. David
Sheldrick Memorial Appeal, Box 48177,
Nairobi, Kenya. 621 p. paperback, $20 plus
postage.
What is the treatment for snake bite? What is the
proper way of sighting a rifle? What drugs are
available for immobilizing carnivores? What
procedures are required for carrying out maintenance on a Land Rover? How deep should you
dig the pit latrine? How do you construct a roof
to be ant proof? How would you manufacture a
brick?
These are just some of the varied technical
questions that field managers need to know in
on-site operation of a protected area. This manual (based on the field diaries of the late David
Sheldrick, Warden of Tsavo National Park,
Kenya) is a veritable encyclopaedia of practical
tips on the detailed operational aspects of park
management in East Africa.
The manual is profusely illustrated and is divided into 16 chapters containing basic reference
material on radio communication, antipoaching, survey techniques, aeroplane usage,
and road construction. Wilderness Guardian is a
book for the field worker who needs to be
engineer/carpenter/mechanic/medic/law enforcer and vet.
Only one important aspect is missing — the
human and social considerations. There is no
section on what the warden should know of education and extension, or how to deal with local

people or tourists! People management concerns
are predominant with today's park manager, with
the "guardian" approach of corresponding lesser significance.
Despite this deficiency, there is a great need
for handbooks such as this, both for training purposes and for reference use. All students at the
College of African Wildlife Management, for
instance, will find this a basic course guide.
Wardens in all African protected areas should
have copies available in their reference libraries.
As most of the material is relevant to park managers in all developing countries, it will have a
wide audience.
— James Thorsell

Marine and Coastal Protected Areas: A
Guide for Planners and Managers, 1985.
Rodney Salm assisted by John R. Clark. IUCN
Publications, 1196 Gland, Switzerland. 302 pp.
illustrated. (Order No. 3025-IUCN134) US$20
plus US$2 surface or $6 air mail postage.
There has long been a need for a good, simple
but comprehensive book on this subject. Author
Rod Salm and collaborator John Clark have
done an excellent job in meeting that need, and
in the process have produced such a well organized guide — and source-book — that it
should rapidly become the standard reference
for establishment, planning and management of
marine and coastal protected areas.
This work is a positive outgrowth of the 1982
World Congress on National Parks, based on the
Congress workshop on marine management and
some enlightened post-Congress support by
IUCN. Its content owes much to the excellent
workshop contributors whose papers are among
the best and, in some cases, the first published
works in this new field. Dr. Salm, an able and
experienced marine planner, expanded this
framework into a smoothly flowing guide that
largely avoids academic language, retaining sufficient essential theory but concentrating on
practical advice.
The table of contents gives an idea of the
book's balance between theory and practice.
The introduction provides underlying premises,
stressing ecological linkages between land and
sea (which imply that good management of inland resources is often essential to conserving
marine and coastal resources). Also, in the
marine realm there are few real barriers: currents of water and air and even animal migrations
link distant oceanic regions regardless of national boundaries or political jurisdictions. The
implication is that area managers often must seek
interagency and even international cooperation
if they are to provide effective protection. And
finally, it is recognized that area protection is
only one available strategy: species population
protection, fisheries management, coastal zone
management and inland land use planning are all
necessary techniques for truly effective marine
conservation.
Part I: Creating Protected Areas begins with
an explanation of the role and value of protected
areas in conserving coastal and marine resources. This listing includes maintenance of

ecological processes, systems and genetic diversity. While these goals have broad theoretical
value (e.g. discovery of species valuable in the
future, and for education and research), in more
practical terms they are the key to long term
sustainable use of the area's resources. The opportunity for sustained resource use, which
might include subsistence or commercial harvest
but equally could mean continued availability of
a recreation and tourism resource, is an essential
element in social acceptability of the protected
area, without which political support is unlikely.
Special emphasis needs to be placed on cultural
heritage value (e.g. maintenance of a traditional
subsistence life style or of a spiritual tie with
marine resources). Marine oriented recreation
and tourism may potentially (but not automatically) provide economic input to local and
national economies in excess of the cost of managing the area.
Parti continues with examples of national and
international institutional support that might
serve as a guideline for creation of comprehensive marine and coastal protected area legislation, ending with a two-part discussion of planning. The first part addresses how to evaluate
overall marine resources and develop a meaningful, effective and representative system of
protected areas. The second discusses how to
select a particular site (where, how big), how to
provide a zoning system (core/sanctuary, protected area, buffer zone), how to prepare an area
management plan, and finally how generally to
manage and protect it.
Part II: Protected Areas in Different Environments provides summary descriptions of the
world's major marine, island and coastal
habitats. The subsections include coral reefs, lagoons and estuaries, the open sea, polar seas and
small islands. Each includes a non-technical
overview of the ecological values of these systems, and a discussion of existing problems and
threats. Each also includes specific guidelines
for design and management of protected areas in
that habitat or ecosystem.
Part III: Tools and Case Studies provides excellent examples of what has — and has not —
worked elsewhere. It will be useful at several
levels; for park system designers it provides a
classification of marine habitats so that a nation's
marine resource can be systematically described
and classified. Such classification is the first —
and essential — step in seeing which resources
are present, where they are and to what extent
they may be threatened. Also provided are
specific social, economic, ecological and practical criteria to apply in identifying and selecting
protected areas, and setting priorities on which
to protect first.
For protected area managers there are sections on what standard category (e.g. strict
marine reserve, marine national park, managed
marine sanctuary, protected seascape) the area
most resembles, and what such terms mean in
the international conservation community. There
are also useful examples of core protected area
and buffer zone alternatives and the difference in
specific management goals in each. Practical
advice on measuring economic benefits is included.
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The book has some deficiencies. Its comprehensiveness (a plus) has made it too long, and
occasionally it is too technical and complicated
to be easily understood by non-specialists and
readers for whom English is a second language.
This emphasizes the urgent need for practical
works like this to be translated into the most
appropriate languages (Spanish for this guide). It
also suggests that it should be adapted by instructors of marine management training sessions into
condensed workable examples in regionally appropriate languages.
A more technical deficiency is the relatively
small emphasis on the powerful influence of recreational use and international tourism on
marine conservation. This influence has too
often been negative, leading to physical disturbance of the natural or cultural resources it depends upon. But in some cases it has been the
major force driving conservation efforts through
enlightened self-interest. Marine protected
areas, like those on land, have a mixed record in
terms of providing local economic benefits, but
better linkage between the tourism industry and
park planners is one important strategy to derive
mutual support, and increase the chances of long
term survival of these protected areas.
— Alan Robinson
USNPS Park Planner

IUCN Conservation Library Catalogue. The
IUCN Conservation Library is a unique and
constantly developing collection covering many
fields: status of threatened species; parks and
environmental planning; environmental education; wildlife trade; international conservation
conventions; the interrelation of conservation,
development and natural resource management
and conservation strategies.

Although wetlands cover only about 3 percent of
the earth's surface, they are extremely important. They affect water supplies and nutrient cyThe Red Data Books provide complete and de- cles, and support an immense variety of living
tailed information on threatened species. Cur- species, playing a particularly important role in
rently available are volumes on mammals (Part 1 the replenishment and maintenance of fish
— New World), amphibia-reptilia (Part 1), species. Yet they have been widely destroyed or
plants, invertebrates, swallowtails, and modified by draining, dredging, in-fill and pollution.
threatened African birds (Part 1).
These and many other publications are deFrom IUCN's Commission on Ecology, Unscribed in the new IUCN Conservation Library derstanding Wetland Ecosystems consists of 60
catalogue, along with prices and ordering infor- color slides, an illustrated script and a premation. A copy of the catalogue can be obtained recorded cassette in English. It summarizes the
from the address below:
factors which affect complex aquatic habitats
US, Canada, Latin America and Caribbean and discusses their attributes within the
framework of the World Conservation Strategy.
areas:
UNIPUB
Box 1222
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA
For all other countries:
IUCN Publication Services
Av. du Mont-Blanc
CH-1196 Gland, Switzerland

(Editor's Note: Government officials and marine
and coastal area professionals can obtain a free
copy of this publication from:
John Clark
Office of International Affairs
National Park Service
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, DC 20013-7127, USA

Rhizophora sp. Mangroves. P. Bunaken Island North Sulawesi, Indonesia
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Understanding Wetland Ecosystems. 1984.
Audiovisual presentation, 60 color slides. Conservation Education Services, International
Centre for Conservation Education, Greenfield
House, Guiting Power, Glos. GL54 5TZ, United
Kingdom. £19.

Littoral coral reefs, such as this one fringing Palau Island in Micronesia, can be found surrounding islands throughout the world. Protection and
management of these fragile marine areas will be the subject of two international seminars to be held in 1986. Photo courtesy World Wildlife Fund.

Back cover: Although no longer considered active, Llaima volcano in Chile's Los Paraguas National Park still rumbles occasionally, sending tremors
through nearby areas and spouting dense smoke into the atmosphere. Photo: Bill Wendt
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